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Grey House Publishing Announces the Release of
FPsurvey – Industrials, 2016
Grey House Canada is proud to announce its newest publication, Financial Post Survey – Industrials,
2016. This title is the first edition to be published by Grey House Publishing Canada and it is a guide to all
industrial companies publicly traded and reporting in Canada. The listings cover companies involved in
manufacturing, real estate development, forestry, investment holding, and financial management, as well
as communications, transportation, banking, retailing, and other service industries. Also listed are those
companies which provide service to these areas as well as investment trusts whose operating activities are
in these areas.
First established in 1927, FPsurvey – Industrials continues to address the very real needs of the
private and corporate investor for a comprehensive securities manual. This title provides an overview of
investment opportunities: companies’ key assets and operations, their management and ownership, their
financial position, and highlights of events affecting their companies over the past year.
The Year in Review is a more comprehensive look at corporate Canada. This section contains a
tabular summary of rights offerings and name changes that have altered the corporate landscape over the
previous 12 months. This material supplements the year end summary of Annual Dividend Record & 10
Year Price Range.
The Top Ten by Industry section assists with the comparative analysis in and between industries. It
contains financial ratios for the top companies in each of twenty‐two Industry Groups under Global Industry
Classification Standard (GICS).
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For the past 80 years, the Financial Post Data Group has been Canada’s #1 source for corporate and
financial information on publicly traded companies. The Financial Post provides detailed financial and
securities data, directory information, and media monitoring on thousands of Canadian public companies,
and is known for producing the golden standard of publications for the Canadian financial services
industry.
Don’t delay! Order now to take advantage of this volumes outstanding information on
companies publicly traded and reporting in Canada.

Publisher: Leslie Mackenzie
FPsurvey: Industrials, 2016

ISBN: 978‐1‐68217‐198‐1
List Price: $310.00

Additional Financial Post Data Offerings:




FP Bonds – Corporate
FP Bonds – Government
FP Equities – Preferreds &
Derivatives






FP Survey – Predecessor &
Defunct
FP Survey – Mines & Energy
FP Directory of Directors

